Human B-lymphoid cell lines.
The collective efforts during almost three decades by hematologists, tumor biologists and immunologists have provided a collection of established human hematopoietic cell lines, representing most of the hematopoietic cell lineages. The representativity of cell lines derived from the B cell differentiation lineage, however, is the most impressive. Human B-lymphoid cell lines are extensively used world wide as models in studies of various aspects of B cell biology and as tools in research on the etiology, pathogenesis and the biology of leukemia and lymphoma. Lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL) carrying the Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) are of particular importance. These lines can be established spontaneously from blood and lymphoid tissue from any EBV positive individual by special techniques, and from all individuals by EBV infection of peripheral blood B cells by EBV infection in vitro. At spontaneous establishment B cells, latently infected by EBV in vivo, will release EBV which subsequently infects normal EBV-negative B cells and immortalizes them into LCL cells, but direct outgrowth of the latently infected B cells as LCLs has also been documented. The target B cells for the EBV infection in vitro are not fully defined-most are mature B cells but also pro-B and pre-B and some B-blasts can be infected. Apart from their capacity for infinite growth, LCL cells have non-malignant properties, e. g. they are diploid, do not grow in agarose and do not form tumors upon inoculation subcutaneously in nude mice. LCLs have a phenotype corresponding to activated B cells (B-blasts) and have been used as "the E. Coli" of eukaryotic cells for about two decades. LCLs are derived at a high frequency also from tumor biopsies of EBV positive patients with leukemia and lymphoma. However, tumor cell lines are available from most of the B cell lineage-derived leukemias, B-lymphomas and myeloma. The frequency of successful establishment has been particularly high from EBV positive Burkitt's lymphoma (BL). From EBV genome negative BL and other B-lymphoma and B-leukemia biopsies the frequency of successful, spontaneous establishment is low (5-10%), and such lines have, with rare exceptions, been derived from pleural effusions and ascitis of patients with advanced, chemotherapy resistant, disease. Many of the cell lines therefore do not represent the clinically most common types of leukemia and lymphoma. No authentic malignant cell lines have been established from chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), prolymphocytic leukemia (PLL) and Waldenström's disease.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)